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Sonoran Desert Flyers, Inc.
Academy of Model Aeronautics Charter Club #3249
Naranja Park, 660 W. Naranja Dr., Oro Valley, AZ 85737
P.O. Box 35901, Tucson, AZ 85740-5901

INTRODUCTION
Purpose
The purpose of this document is to describe how to plan and execute a “Buy, Build & Fly” event at an
AMA sponsored RC club.

Mission


To introduce people to the world of electric-powered radio controlled model aircraft and
helicopters and to gain members to the Academy of Model Aeronautics and our club, the
Sonoran Desert Flyers.



To provide a community service to parents and grandparents who have purchased an RC model
aircraft as Christmas presents and now need assistance to assemble, trim and learn to fly them; to
provide this same service to anyone who has purchased an RC model aircraft and now needs help
with them.



To give building assistance to any guest who needs help, and to give introductory training flights
to all guests who desire one.

Concept and Background
The “Buy, Build & Fly” concept is a program that will:
Buy -- The club will assist in the purchase process by recommending appropriate trainer aircraft and
radio systems.
Build -- The club will assist in the assembly, setup and trim of the model aircraft.
Fly -- The club will provide qualified flight instructors to buddy-box with the student in acquiring skills
necessary for solo flight, either on the club trainers or the guest-owned aircraft if possible.
We came up with the idea of this event after our experience with folks coming by the field with
airplanes received as Christmas presents, but with no idea of how to proceed. These people were
looking for help. The things RC pilots like to do most are talk about their hobby and demonstrate how
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much fun it is. We thought that a specific program addressing their problems might be a win-win
situation for all concerned.
So, we hastily put together a program, got our landlord, the Parks Department to green light us and then
we went to the local newspaper to buy an advertisement. We met with the editor and were interviewed
for an article about the event and our club (this amounted to free advertising). The article generated a lot
of additional interest and press releases were sent to the local TV stations.
One of our members suggested that we make a food donation to a local food bank as part of the event, so
we advertised that while the event was free we asked that participants bring a can or two of food for
donation.
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SECTION I
EVENT PREPARATIONS
1-1.

MARKETING AND ADVERTISING

The news media and sales outlets for hobby products are the two most important areas in which to focus
on advertising.
These things should be done well in advance of the actual event. We placed our newspapers ads several
weeks before and the hobby shop fliers six weeks before the big day.
Free ads are less expensive than paid ads (duh) and if you can convince the local paper or TV news
stations to do a piece on the club you can get in some free advertising for the upcoming event. Getting a
mention in the local “events calendar” is also a freebie. Stressing the food bank donation and youth
aspects is always good public relations. See Attachment 1 for a sample press release.
Most clubs operate as IRS 501c (501c3 or 501c7 are the most common) non-profit service organizations;
that should get you reduced advertising rates. The local newspaper required our club to provide
paperwork proving our non-profit corporation status but we received a substantial discount for our
advertisement. We tried to convince them of the public service nature of our event for an even bigger
discount, but that didn’t fly (pun intended). See Attachment 2 for a sample newspaper ad.
Hobby shops are a pre-sold source of participants for your event. We attempted to get them to “bundle”
our offer with appropriate airplane rigs but were not entirely successful in our endeavor. We did print up
60 color flyers and gave each of the three hobby shops 20 each for distribution and they soon ran out. We
printed up 60 more to replenish with a couple of weeks to go. We also distributed these same flyers to the
local schools. See attachment 3 for sample event flyer.
We know from our first year’s event that an item on the local TV news is a huge boost for attendance, but
not always an easy thing to get them to do. We are pretty much considered “filler” by these entities.
1-1.1 Sponsors and Supporters
It is always a good idea to have some sponsors for your event. They can help defray costs as well as
provide a base of participants.
The AMA is the obvious first sponsor and they are more than willing to get on board. The AMA
provided us with customized First Flight Certificates to give out to our trainee pilots as well as threemonth trial memberships in the AMA.
For our event, once the AMA was on board the hobby shops became more willing participants. With a
nudge from the AMA, one of the big national hobby chains provided us with our door prize as well as
several trainer aircraft batteries.
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One of our members, and club officers, arranged for his credit union to become a sponsor and they
provided us with a cash grant; all we did in return was to fly their banner at the field on the days of the
event.
Celebrity endorsements can be a big plus, even if the celebrity is just a local news or weather personality.
1-2.

LOCAL AUTHORITY AND GOVERNMENT COORDINATION

All pertinent local government and field authorities must be kept in the planning loop from the
beginning. Most clubs have to play a political game to keep their fields operational. It helps if the club
has at least one “diplomat” in the ranks who can interface with town council members and parks
department management to ensure that no problems ensue.
For our situation, we are required to submit an operations plan to town officials for approval prior to the
event. Most clubs probably have similar requirements. See Attachment 4 for a sample operations
plan.
1-3.

VOLUNTEER ASSIGNMENTS AND TRAINING

As with any organization, proper staffing and training is very important to successfully execute an event
of this nature. It is typical for any club that when calling for volunteers, the same small group of people
always steps forward. Lots of people are just reluctant to get involved and volunteer. Not much you can
do about this.
For this event you will need at least six volunteers to staff the guest book and training flight registration
desks. These are critical positions because if you don’t get the paperwork right you will have major
headaches down the line. If you want new members you need to get their information correctly, legibly,
and with as little discomfort to the guest as possible.
In order to smoothly feed guests into the flight training queue the information taken at the flight
registration desk needs to be processed accurately. It helps if you also have one volunteer assigned as
Training Flight Coordinator (A.K.A herder) so that instructors don’t have to go searching for their
students. We have established a “waiting box”, an area where the next batch of training students are
herded prior to their scheduled flight
Training for these desk positions is absolutely critical. Do not wait for the morning of the event to get
volunteers up to speed. Do this at least a week ahead of time. The guest book and flight training
registration forms (see Attachments 5 and 6) are designed to be easy and straightforward to process and
still get all the required information. Attachment 7 is the process chart for the guest book
registration, Attachment 8 is the flight training registration desk process chart, and Attachment 9
is the membership application process chart. It’s pretty hard to get this wrong if the processes are
followed and all the blanks are filled in (legibly) on the registrations forms.
The following volunteers are recommended for this event:
=>
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2 people -Ground school instructors
2 man teams -- Flight instructors; we use two-man teams of flight instructors for each
student, one instructor is the “rescue pilot” and the other instructor is the
“mentor pilot”. The second instructor can also act as an additional spotter
for when the sky gets crowded with students. We field at least four
simultaneous flight instruction teams. You can fly as many teams as you
are comfortable with if you have enough aircraft and instructors.
2 people -Flight simulator instructors; we usually have three PCs set up in a tent
for simulator experience. Not required for a training flight.
? people -Snacks/Drinks tent
? people -Field marshals to assist the field safety officer for monitoring of airspace
? people -Floaters; club members who work the crowd answering questions and
promoting the AMA, our club, and the hobby
? people
Event Photographers/Videographers; you can never have too many
photos or videos of the event

In addition you will need volunteers to create flyers and newspaper ads, etc. It helps if you have club
members who are experienced in graphic arts, advertising and documentation.
We encourage club members to attend the event even though open flying is very limited. Club members
are asked to bring their most impressive models for show and tell even if they don’t get a chance to fly
them. We don’t have to twist any arms for concurrence.
1-3.1. Desk Volunteers
Desk volunteers must get accurate data and write legibly, or else some hapless club member will be
spending long hours trying to decode the lost scrolls of Xanthura and performing detective work worthy
of J. Edgar. Good data is important for follow up mailings and contacts, for printing of certificates, and
for reporting to the AMA.
Desk volunteers are tasked with making sure that all guests get sticky nametags; either the generic
purple tags or the flight training gold tags (see Attachment 10 for sample Avery name tags). We
request that all club members wear their club ID or nametag as well. We think that the nametags help
facilitate friendly conversation among attendees.
1-3.2. Ground School / Flight Instructors / Training Coordinator
One of our flight instructors pulls triple duty and serves as ground school instructor (with one backup
instructor), trainee herder and flight instructor. Helps keeps things orderly because his right hand knows
what his two left hands are doing.
The ground school instructor(s) teach the basics of R/C model aircraft flight and stick controls. Students
are encouraged to try out their moves on the flight simulators before their training flight (encouraged but
not required). Students who attend ground school get stickys to append to their nametags so that they
are easily identifiable.
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1-3.3. Flight Simulator Instructors
The hardest thing about this job is keeping the kids flying like R/C simulators and not as video games.
Students should become familiar with the transmitter stick controls and basic flight on the simulators.
1-3.4. Field Marshals


Assist in monitoring field safety as directed by the field Safety Officer.



Responsible for adherence to AMA and field safety rules and to act as additional spotters when
the airspace gets crowded.

1-3.5. Floaters
Anyone not assigned to a specific volunteer position can act as a floater and browse the crowd being
helpful, friendly and informative.
1-3.6 Event Photographers/Videographers
Our club always posts numerous photos of the event to the club website. Sometimes we produce an
event DVD that includes still photos as well as edited video. We also post short videos to You Tube.
Lots of photos and video footage is helpful and great for the post-event record.
We also feel that is important and beneficial to get photographs of town officials and other notables who
take the time to attend our event; photos of prize winners receiving the goods, photos of our club
members delivering our food donations, and photos of smiling certificate earners.

1-4.

SNACKS AND DRINKS / FOOD

Guests will get hungry and thirsty so there must be some kind of on-site food service available. Many
clubs have built-in food facilities; our club does not. The town regulations regarding food service are
too restrictive for us to just grab a grill and set up the “barbie”, so we purchase a supply of pre-packaged
snacks and granola bars, soft drinks and bottled water which we offer free to our guests. We have
discussed the possibility of inviting a “food truck” to join us for the day, since they are already licensed
and permitted to sell food to the public. We can’t guarantee them minimum sales but we can provide
them with an exclusive, captive and hungry audience. It’s a work-in-progress.
1-5.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Depending on your field layout you will need an appropriate number of tables and chairs, tents and/or
canopy covers, signs, office supplies, application forms, FAQs, certificates, etc.
Snacks and beverage provisions, as well as ice chests, etc. must be procured.
We recommend that the guest/visitor registration table be set up in a location where all visitors are
“funneled” into the desk area to be sure that all visitors sign in. The guest/visitor registration desk
worker will then direct all trainees to the pilot/training registration desk.
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FIELD LAYOUT

Attachment 11 shows our field layout.
1-7.

FIELD COMMUNICATIONS

A bullhorn or PA system would be helpful for making crowd announcements and for rounding up the
groups for flight training. Unfortunately we can use neither of these methods due to our field’s
proximity to nearby housing so we troop the line and try to accomplish the necessary communication the
old fashioned way. We do have a couple of ham radio operators who bring their 2-meter handheld
radios which helps administration from one end of the field to the other.
We use a windsock mounted on a ten-foot pole to indicate whether the field is open for general flying
(windsock up), or restricted to training flights only (windsock down). Any pilot can just glance down
the field and observe whether the windsock is up or down, very simple but effective control.
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SECTION II
EVENT EXECUTION
2-1.

SCHEDULE

It is impossible to adhere to a strict schedule because “stuff” happens. We lay out a “guideline” schedule
and try our best to stick to it.
Our number one goal is to get as many trainees in the air as possible. After that we have a few
demonstration activities that both help to promote the hobby as well as thrill the crowd. We also schedule
a limited amount of time for club members to exercise open flying. The open flying is very limited; our
club members understand this and acquiesce knowing that they can come out any ordinary weekend and
fly all they want.
Since the event is held in early January the weather does not permit us to get started before about 9 a.m.
If you advertise the start time as 9 a.m. you will have some guests showing up at 8:30 a.m. or earlier so be
prepared for early arrivals. The following is our typical schedule:
9 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
9:00 - 9:30 Open Flying
9:15 - 9:30 First Ground School (additional ground schools are conducted as required
9:30 - 9:45 a.m.
Trainee Flight Group #1 (trainees no. 1 thru 8)
NO open flying during this period
9:45 - 10:00 a.m.
9:45 - 9:50 a.m. T-Rex 500 Helicopter Demonstration (dedicated airspace)
9:50 - 10:00 a.m. Open Flying
10:00 - 10:15 a.m.
Trainee Flight Group #2 (trainees no. 9 thru 16)
NO open flying during this period
10:15 - 10:30 a.m.
10:15 - 10:20 a.m. Multi-Habu Jet Demonstration (dedicated airspace)
10:20 - 10:30 a.m. Open Flying
10:30 - 10:45 a.m.
Trainee Flight Group #3 (trainees no. 17 thru 24)
NO open flying during this period
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10:45 - 11:00 a.m.
10:45 - 11:00 a.m. Open Flying (one of our pilots does an “airdrop” of parachute guys during this
Open flying segment)
11:00 - 11:15 a.m.
Trainee Flight Group #4 (trainees no. 22 thru 32)
NO open flying during this period
11:15 - 11:30
Open Flying
11:30 – 11:45
11:00 - 11:15 Trainee Flight Group #5 (trainees no. 33 thru 40)
11:45 - ????
Open Flying
By this time of the day the wind has picked up and/or the flight instructors are exhausted so it is open
flying for the rest of the day.
2-2.

MANAGEMENT AND COORDINATION

You need at least one OIC (Officer-in-Charge); we tasked two club officers to be event co-directors. The
director’s main duties are to keep things running as smoothly and as on schedule as possible. They are
problem solvers and facilitators.
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SECTION III
POST EVENT
3-1.

THINGS TO DO

After the event, and even before the dust settles, make time to assess how things went while the memories
are still fresh. It’s never too early to start planning for next year’s event. The event directors, the club
officers, the event volunteers, and anyone else with something to say should sit down and analyze what
just happened.
It is very important to thank your sponsors, benefactors and supporters. Our club writes letters of thanks
and appreciation on club letterhead stationery. We write letters to town and parks department officials.
We write letters to our sponsors and contributors and we also express our appreciation to club members
and volunteers who helped to make the event successful. These volunteers freely give many, many hours
of time and effort towards making this event work.

3-2.

ANAYLSIS

Identify the things that went right and the things that went wrong and go from there.
3-2.1. Things That Went Right












Good setup
Lots of people
Good ground school
Good training flights
Good interaction between members and guests
Great response to food drive
Assembly tent was busy
Flight simulator supervision
Parking lot was self-supervised but went well (we had some very organized visitors)
Entrance and approach signing
Town official’s orientation

3-2.2. Things That Went Wrong




Wrong weekend of January for the event
Needed caveat in the advertising that we could only handle “X” number of training flights during
the event
Guest book and registration desks were understaffed and under-trained.
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Guest book and Registration desks need to be separated
Needed designated Training Coordinator
Need one official paperwork coordinator to take care of certificates, AMA free trials, and
membership applications
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SECTION IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
4-1.

Our Specific Circumstances Peculiar to this Event

We are located in a town park and are subject to the laws, rules and regulations of the town and the
parks and recreation department, as well as the regulations and rules of the AMA and the club bylaws.
Because of these rules we are very limited in the way we can execute this event:





We cannot make any improvements that are permanent; all structures must be temporary. We set
up a number of 10x10 foot canopies in the morning and take them down at the end of day, next
day rinse and repeat.
The nearest port-a-potty is about 1/8 mile away at the entrance to the park.
Snacks and drinks must be pre-packaged.
Our field is limited to electric models only.

Other pertinent facts: Our airfield is in an undeveloped town park. If the town ever finds the money
they intend to fully develop the 200+ acres into soccer and baseball fields, tennis courts, amphitheaters,
and all sorts of recreational and parks facilities. An R/C airfield is not in the plans.
Our airstrip is a vestigial dirt road that we graded (somewhat) for use as a runway. We like to say that
we are not a “country club” operation; we are just a “dirt-scrabble” club. In spite of our limitations we
have over 70 members, and on any given weekend (and usually Tuesdays and Thursdays also) you will
find a good group of fliers enjoying themselves and having a good time.
4-2.

Lessons Learned

4-2.1. First Year
We learned a few things from holding our first event. More than one person showed up with an airplane
kit that was advertised as being easy enough to fly without training. This is optimistic at best. While
possible, the path to proficiency almost always involves an instructor pilot, as these people soon learn.
Most of these airplanes used radio systems that are not buddy-boxable which makes training
problematic. We modified the advertising for the second event to specifically recommend airplane radio
systems that are buddy-box compatible with our club trainers (Spektrum, HiTec, or Futaba). Even so,
we will try our best to help out with radios that are not buddy-box compatible.
Our first event went off very well with over 40 prospective pilots and their families showing up over the
two-day event. We had one of the local TV stations show up on the first day and that news item
appeared on TV the evening of the first day; that provided a pretty good bump in attendance for the
second day.
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The Parks Department was so impressed with our event that they volunteered to partner with us for the
second annual event. AMA’s Dave Mathewson, then President was also impressed and applauded our
efforts. Lawrence Tougas, AMA District X Vice President published an account of our effort in his
November Model Aviation column saying all clubs should look at this approach to showing the public
model aviation and helping parents and the community.
4-2.2. Second Year
We adjusted our advertising for the second year’s event to include paid ads in two of the local
newspapers. The paper with the largest circulation numbers provided the biggest boost in attendance.
We also passed out flyers in all the local hobby shops and schools. Unfortunately we could not
convince any of the local TV news outlets to attend. The second weekend in January is a bad time to be
holding this event, as we discovered. It also conflicts with the AMA expo in Los Angeles. Even so the
attendance in the second year of the event increased about seven fold to nearly 300 people.
Phenomenal. We were, frankly, a bit overwhelmed by the numbers.
We had almost 60 people sign up for flight instruction. Regretfully, even with four teams of dual flight
instructors we could not get everybody in the air that signed up. We advised people that we were there
every weekend and if they came back we would get them in the air. We did the best we could within the
time and weather constraints as well as the restrictions of our schedule of open/demonstration flying,
and “resting” for the flight instructors.
One thing we learned from both years is that there is a long-term residual affect for weeks and months
after the event. Things are pretty hectic on the actual event day so people trickle back long after the dust
has settled to sign up for membership and to receive advice and flight training. The second weekend
after this year’s event we had nine people come out and sign up for club/AMA membership!
4-3.

Rewards and Benefits

This program is a lot of work, but there are rewards to doing a job well. This program offers a lot of
them. The best ones are the looks on people’s faces after they have been exposed to the wonders of radio
control model airplanes. The father looking at the child after a successful flight, or the future pilot
returning to the club field to resume their training are priceless. More than one older gentleman shows up
at the field and proclaims, “I’ve always wanted to do this!” We also get a lot of, “This is wonderful, I
never knew this club existed!” We are a quiet and unobtrusive electric-only club so this shouldn’t be too
surprising.
The local newspaper sent a photographer out to cover our event and they did a terrific multi-page article
with numerous photos in the daily edition a few days after the event. See Attachment 12 for the front
page of the post-event newspaper article.
These emotional benefits go on and on, but one short term reward is offered by the AMA with their “Club
Awareness Rewards Program”. This is a cash reward based on the media coverage the program receives.
There are levels from $100 for one newspaper article or radio/TV coverage and increments upwards to
$300 if all three media are covered. Not bad for having fun!
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The following e-mail was received by the club a few days after our 2012 event. Perhaps it best expresses
exactly why we subject ourselves to all the hard work in putting on this event:
“Here it is seven days later. I now have a Phoenix flight simulator with a Dx5e transmitter that I’ve run
most of today. Prior to last week’s event, we had never seen an electric aircraft. The RC aircraft we had
seen were the control line and gas planes flying at Columbus Park and at the Tucson Aerobatic Shootout
last fall. I don’t know when or if I will migrate from the simulator to real aircraft, but it is clear that if I
do, I will need guidance from experienced fliers in aircraft selection, safety, and best practices. Sonoran
Desert Flyers is the first place where I will look. Just wanted your members to know that their generosity
and infectious enjoyment of the hobby was well received.”

4-4.

Onwards and Upwards

Our second attempt at holding the “Buy, Build & Fly” event was much more successful than our first
year’s efforts. With the lessons learned, and the experience of two events now under our belt, we fully
expect next year’s event to be even better, and even more successful.

For the Club:

____________________________________________________

Philip J. June
Secretary
AMA Leader 8889

______________________________________

Bob Schumann
Vice President
AMA Leader 339380
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PRESS RELEASE PRESS RELEASE

Dear Bob Richardson, Fox 11 ,
The Sonoran Desert Flyers, Inc., a model airplane flying club based at Naranja Park in Oro Valley,
is having a benefit event January 15 & 16th ,2011, a Saturday and Sunday.
It is two pronged as it benefits the parents of children who have received radio controlled , electric
model airplanes as Christmas presents and benefits the Northwest Community Church / Angel
Food Ministries as the entry fee is a big can of food
With our high tech world comes questions that can best be answered by experts in their field. In
this case Sonoran Desert Flyers, Inc. club members will staff tables to answer questions, help
assemble planes and teach flying fundamentals. This all will occur in a legal park setting as the
SDF club is licensed by the Oro Valley Parks Department to fly their models there. No other OV
park has permitted model flying.
We need to get the word out on this event. I have attached both a poster and a site map for the
event, and I have a DVD of our group flying models at Naranja Park.
The club would appreciate your including notice of this in your calendar of events. Any questions
please contact me. We fly Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday and holiday mornings until
noon.
Respectfully submitted,
Bob Schumann, for the Sonoran Desert Flyers, Inc. a nonprofit AZ corporation
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Wide Aspect Newspaper Advertisement
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Attachment 4
“Buy, Build & Fly” Event Operations Plan

Robert J. Schumann
562 W. Silhouette Ridge Place
Oro Valley, AZ 85755
December 22, 2010
SONORAN DESERT FLYERS, INC. OPERATION PLAN
Name of event: “How to enjoy that Christmas Model airplane present”
When: January 15 & 16, 2011
Where: Naranja Park
Sonoran Desert Flyers, Inc. flying field
How to find it: 660 W. Naranja Drive, Oro Valley, AZ 85737
Follow signs from inside main gate to field (see attached site map)
Mode of event operations:
At registration table: (staffed by SDF members)
Register participants
Accept can of food donation
Fill out temporary SDF membership card
Assess participant’s needs
At assembly table: (staffed by SDF members)
Assemble plane
Help trim for flight
Inspect plane for first flight air worthiness
Flight Training:
Explain theory of flight and flying particular plane
Introduce participant to proper flying procedure and show club trainer and its operation
Take interested participant up flying with buddy box equipped club trainer. This plane is under the
control of experienced SDF member pilots and allows the participant to sample remote controlled
airplane flight safely with immediate back up flying help.
Fly participant’s airplane by or with experienced instructor pilot from SDF
Solicit interested participants membership in Sonoran Desert Flyers, Inc. club
Ancillary items:
Cold water, pop, donuts and cookies (all off site prepared and packaged)
Site equipment needed and provided by SDF
Registration table
Assembly tables 2-3
10 ‘ x 10’ tent – temporary structure
Necessary chairs ~ 10
Club trainer airplane with buddy box and extra flight batteries
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Attachment 4
“Buy, Build & Fly” Event Operations Plan (cont)

Several coolers for drinks
Refreshment table
Promotion for event:
Advertisement in The Explorer newspaper on 1/12/2011
Inclusion in The Explorer Event Calendar prior to event
Possible article in The Explorer about event
Inclusion in Parks and Recreation events web page
Posters in hobby shops, schools, school clubs, Boy Scouts, churches and shops that sell model
aircraft items (see attached poster)
After event promotion or recognition:
SDF members will be shooting photos during event
Possible event coverage by The Explorer
Mention of event in Town publication
Respectfully submitted,
For the Sonoran Desert Flyers, Inc.
Bob Schumann
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Attachment 5

Visitor and Guest Sign-in Form
All visitors and guests to the field are requested to sign in at the guest book desk.
1. Get guest name(s)

PLEASE WRITE LEGIBLY!

2. Get guest address:

3. Get guest phone
number:

4. Get guest e-mail:

5. Register door prize coupon no:

6. Poll guest, “Where did you hear about our
event?”

If guest wants airplane build help and/or introductory training flight send them to the Pilot Registration
Desk. Otherwise provide guest(s) with purple sticky name tag (see attachment 3) and direct them to
the Flight Line.
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Attachment 6

Training Flight Sign-Up Form:
If guest needs build help but does not want a training flight then provide guest with purple sticky
name tag and direct them to the build desk.
For all guests who want the training flight experience CONTINUE:
Any guest who wishes to experience an introductory training flight must sign-up and receive a sequence
number. Trainees are sequentially numbered in groups of eight. The first eight trainees are assigned to
group 1; the next eight are assigned to group 2, etc.
(We train in 15-minute schedule segments and we can accommodate eight trainees in each 15-minute
training schedule allocation. We do this by employing four teams of flight instructors that can each take
up one trainee for a six-minute flight, land and take up a second trainee for a six-minute flight, all within
the 15-minute schedule segment, and on one battery charge).

GROUP NO.

1

Pilot names and sequence no’s:
Trainee Name

Sequence
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Provide each trainee with gold pilot training sticky name tag (see attachment 3) with pre-printed group
and sequence number. Direct guest to the flight line.
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Attachment 10

Use AVERY labels 5147
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